To realize novel functional properties in perovskites, oxide thin films are often deposited on a dissimilar underlying substrate. However, as a consequence, misfit dislocations (MD) can form at the interface as a strain relaxation mechanism during growth. This in turn allows stress-assisted segregation of impurities to occur at the defects. As physical properties of oxides depend heavily on stoichiometric growth, it is critical to understand the precise role defects play during impurity segregation and migration. To address this issue, here, we employ aberration-corrected STEM-EELS to obtain atomic-scale information of the structural, chemical, and electronic changes that take place around defects. The oxide system probed in Due to the lattice constant mismatch between the layers (LSMO: 3.88Å, STO: 3.905Å, SAO: 3.961Å), MDs form at both SL/SAO and SAO/STO interfaces as shown in the HAADF-STEM image in Figure 1 (red boxes). More interestingly, extended defects (yellow arrows) spanning the SL film are observed and bridge directly into the MDs at the upper SAO interface. LAADF-STEM image further shows that the extended defects in the SL film can extend into the SAO layer and all the way to the lower SAO interface where additional MDs exist. While the visibility of such defects can be improved by using LAADF-STEM, variations in the local chemistry can be more easily extracted using HAADF-STEM. Compared to the dark contrast at MDs in HAADF-STEM images, extended defects in the SL film appear brighter than their surrounding suggesting the presence of heavier elements. To clarify the chemical identities of the atoms confined within the extended defects, EELS analysis was performed for Ti-L 2,3 , Mn-L 2,3 , and La-M 4,5 edges. The spectroscopic image includes two extended defects as indicated by white arrows in the Ti map in Figure 1 . While Ti shows negligible signal in the SAO film as expected, surprisingly, La and Mn are detected with increased concentration at the two interfaces where a high density of MDs exist. These results imply that Mn and La atoms diffuse through dislocation cores as previously reported for other oxide systems [2,3]. To explore possible electronic changes at the defects, multivariate curve resolution (MCR) was performed for the Mn-L edge. Two distinct Mn components are extracted, one with reduced Mn valence as reflected in the Mn-L edge fine structure. Mn atoms with the reduced valence state more strongly occupy the two interfaces and the lower part of the SL film where MDs and extended defects exist. Finally, to confirm the migration of impurities through the extended defects at the atomic-scale, higher resolution EELS was conducted. As shown in the elemental maps of Figure 2 , La and Mn occupy atomic sites in the extended defects. Furthermore, Ti is deficient at the defect, which is consistent with Mn atoms filling these sites. A similar MCR analysis verifies that 1518
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